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Title word cross-reference

2020 [EG20].

absorptive [dSTRC20]. academic [HR20].
across [CNA+20]. adaptation [HL20].
advocate [SHK+20]. affect [Pan20]. Africa
[Kru20]. agenda [SPB20]. agenda-setting
[SPB20]. allocation [ZXW+20].
Ambiguity [PEG20]. among [ZYH+20].
arbiter [SHK+20]. Artificial [ZXW+20].
assessing [Lan20]. attitudes [Pan20].

Balancing [Kru20]. barriers [Don20].
based [PEG20]. Between
[WLW20, FMF20, ZAB+20, dRS20].
boundary [SHK+20, SPB20]. Brazil
[Don20]. broker [SHK+20]. Building
[ZAB+20].

Canadian [ZAB+20]. capacity [dSTRC20].
case [Kru20, SX19, SX20]. cases [Don20].
category [PFPV20]. causes [ZXW+20].
chain [WJZ20]. Chairs [HR20]. challenge
[HL20]. change [Don20]. Channels
[FMF20]. China [CBWJ20, CZL+20, Pan20,
SX19, SX20, ZXW+20, ZYH+20]. Chinese
[WJZ20]. city [SX19, SX20]. collaboration
[CZL+20, MBT20]. collaborative [EG20].
context [GV20]. context-development
[GV20]. cooperation [vWBT20].
cooperatives [ZYH+20]. coproduction
[APGL20]. country [dSTRC20]. cross
[ZX20]. cross-national [ZX20]. cultural
[PFPV20].

Different [CZL+20]. dilemmas [Lau20]. Dimensions [PFPV20]. does [Don20, FMF20, Kis20, Pan20, PFPV20, ZX20]. Dominican [GV20]. driven [THPT20].

e-hailing [SX19, SX20]. economic [GV20].

Effect [WJZ20, MBT20, ZXW+20].


Erratum [SX20]. Europe [CNA+20].

European [AFF20]. events [HR20].

Evidence [WJZ20, Don20, ZX20].

Exploring [RR20].

farmer [ZYH+20]. Finnish [PEG20]. firm [dSTRC20, ZW20]. firms [THPT20].

fisheries [OdS20]. Flemish [PEG20]. flow [dRS20]. focus [Kis20]. formal [THPT20].

formation [vWBT20]. funded [MBT20].

funding [PEG20, ZXW+20]. futures [RR20].

generalizability [SX19, SX20]. genetically [Pan20].

Germany [RR20]. Governance [HL20, WLW20]. government [ZX20].

grand [HL20]. Guangdong [THPT20].


Horizon [EG20]. house [THPT20].

ICT [EG20]. identification [PEG20].

idiosyncrasies [dSTRC20]. impact [HR20, Lau20]. implementation [WLW20].

improve [ZX20]. improved [MAH+20].

in-house [THPT20]. industrial [THPT20].

industry [FMF20, WJZ20]. influence [GV20, Kis20]. information [Pan20].

Innovating [MAH+20]. Innovation [vWBT20, AFF20, CNA+20, MAH+20, PFPV20, SX19, SX20, THPT20, WJZ20, ZX20, ZYH+20, ZW20]. institutes [Kru20].

Institution [THPT20]. Institution-driven [THPT20]. institutional [ZW20].

instruments [CZL+20]. Intellectual [ZW20].

Inter [ZYH+20, HL20].

inter-organizational [HL20].

Inter-provincial [ZYH+20]. interface [OdS20]. intermediaries [vWBT20].


Key [RR20]. Key-Narratives [RR20].

know [CL20]. Knowledge [FE20, OdS20, APGL20, FMF20, dRS20].

learning [Don20]. Lessons [HL20, OdS20, MAH+20].

Making [APGL20]. mandates [Kru20].

matter [Don20]. Matthew [ZXW+20].

mechanisms [HL20]. Meets [ZAB+20].

Microalgae [RR20]. mix [CL20, WJZ20].

Moderating [THPT20]. modified [Pan20].

move [FMF20]. multiple [Kru20].

name [CNA+20]. Narratives [RR20].


objects [SHK+20]. Orchestrating [EG20].

Organizational [dSTRC20, HL20].
outcomes [PFPV20].

Parliament [ZAB+20]. Patient [SPB20].

peer [PEG20]. peer-reviewed [PEG20].

Perceptions [CNA+20]. perform [SHK+20]. performance [PEG20, WLW20].

performance-based [PEG20]. perspective [GV20, SPB20]. perspectives [MAH+20].

policies [GV20, SX19, SX20]. policy [APGL20, AFF20, TZL+20, CL20, Don20, Kis20, OdS20, SPB20, WJZ20, WLW20].

policymakers [ZAB+20]. power [WJZ20].

practices [CNA+20]. priority [AFF20].

processes [FMF20, PFPV20, SPB20].


provincial [ZYH+20]. public [AFF20, Kru20, Pan20, RR20].

publications [PEG20].

R&amp; [HL20]. R&amp;D [THPT20].

rationales [GV20]. re-entanglement [FE20]. recovery [AFF20]. regimes [FE20]. relationships [ZAB+20].

Republic [GV20]. research [CNA+20, CL20, Kis20, Kru20, Lau20, PEG20, SPB20]. Resource [Lin20].

responsible [CNA+20]. Restricted [SX19, SX20]. Returning [CBWJ20].

reviewed [PEG20]. role [APGL20, vWBT20]. roles [SHK+20].

sanitation [vWBT20]. scholars [MBT20].

Science [WLW20, ZAB+20, CBWJ20, Don20, OdS20, SHK+20, ZWX+20].

scientific [Kis20, MBT20]. scientists [APGL20, CBWJ20, OdS20, ZAB+20].

selection [ZWX+20]. sense [APGL20].

setting [SPB20]. societal [Lau20].

Sociotechnical [MAH+20]. Sources [dRS20]. South [Kru20]. stand [PFPV20].

STI [GV20]. study [Kru20]. survey [RR20].

system [CBWJ20, vWBT20]. systems [MAH+20, PEG20].

technical [ZYH+20]. technological [ZXW+20].

technology [Pan20, WLW20]. threshold [CZL+20]. together [APGL20]. top [MT20]. top-funded [MBT20]. transfer [FMF20], turbulence [THPT20]. two [Don20].

uncertainties [Lau20]. universities [Lin20].

university [FMF20]. urban [vWBT20].

values [FE20]. versus [ZXW+20].

Which [ZXW+20]. work [SPB20].
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